CURRENT EVENTS
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Minnesota conducts a "model school" at which nothing by men is a feature. The English Club of the University of California plans to issue a "California Storied Book," containing stories of University life by students who have attained success in literary lines.

Basket-ball practice is in full swing now. Every Monday, Wednesday and Friday the candidates meet in the gymnasium. Yesterday afternoon a game squad was out. A lively practice was had between the two selected scratch teams. Captain Parker played against his own captain, P. M. Wentworth. The practice was fast, but the passing and shooting were inaccurate. The captains charged the men around often and put in new men, giving everybody a chance. Some good shots were made for three of the year.

There were five veterans in the squad, Capt. T. B. Parker, F. M. Wentworth, W. R. Harraguan, A. T. Bennis, G. R. Lord. Besides these there were other promising candidates. Men who have played on the teams of other colleges are out for the team this year. There are also several freshmen who have played on their prep. school teams. Manager Everett has not the official schedule yet, but it will include both teams in New England. Lowell, Tennis, Brown, Dartmouth, Williams and Tufts are on the card now.

The team will make a tour of work in New York in the first part of February to play college and university teams. There will also be a second team, which will play on a regular schedule of games.

A thunder storm broke to-day and caused a postponement of play in the intercollegiate tennis tournament for the Dwight T. Davis challenge cup. Should the courts dry out the first singles match will be played tomorrow.

Norman B. Fosseas, one of the local defenders of the cup, who has been ill for some time, has now returned to the ranks. He is expected to be ready for the opening match.

STAMPS AT UNION.

The house committee has put stamps on sale at the cage in the Union. This is to meet the demands of the students for stamps. The latest issue of stamps is a favorite with the students.

The candidates are put through a special practice to-day for the benefit of our student friends. "The Apollo" makes the Belmont an ARROW COLLAR. The students' Drug Store.

The ARA-GUTCH makes the BELMONT an ARROW COLLAR. Sit like this.

"The Girls Are Fond of These"
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